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Abstract

This renin-angiotensin system (RAS) interpretation is focused on differences in tissue

dependence on RAS and on the topological hierarchy that allowsmediators to act only

on downstream tissues.

Dependence of tissues on RAS: Tested by expectation maximization clustering of the

RNA human tissue expression (https://biogps.org/). ACE and vasoconstrictive AT1R

clustered with the prorenin receptor. ACE2 and dilatory MAS1 clustered with nine

RAS-related genes, highly expressed in: Liver; Cardiac_Myocytes; Skeletal_Muscle;

Uterus; Kidney; Lung; Small_Intestine; Smooth_Muscle.

RAS and stress accumulation: While prorenin is active after binding to its receptor,

binding of soluble renin increases its enzymatic activity several times. Increased renin

secretion multiplies the overall capacity for producing Ang I, leading to hypertension

and increased vascular resistance.

Coronavirus infection and comorbidities: Cardiorespiratory failure during infection is

linked to the previously altered RAS role in lungs and myocardium. Reduced vasodila-

tion by ACE2 lead to vasoconstriction and suboptimal tissue perfusion patterns. Also

see the video abstract here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jf0Iped-Mws
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INTRODUCTION

Physiology and clinical medicine accept certain concepts, paradigms,

constructed to explain health issues. Generally accepted interpreta-

tions of medical issues are presented in medical textbooks. Although

theOccam’s razor favors the simplest description as themost probably

correct, new data emerge continuously and ad complexity to the pre-

vailing interpretations.

Abbreviations: ACE, angiotensin-I-converting enzyme; ACE2, angiotensin-I-converting

enzyme; Ang I, angiotensin I; Ang II, angiotensin II; Ang(1-7), angiotensin (1-7); Ang(1-9),

angiotensin(1-9); AT1R, angiotensin II receptor, type 1; AT2R, angiotensin II receptor, type 2;

EM, type of clustering based on the expectation–maximization algorithm; ET-1, Endothelin-1;

MAS1,MAS1 proto-oncogene, receptor for Ang(1-7); RAS, renin-angiotensin systems; TSP1,

thrombospondin 1

A recent example of emerging complexity is the role of Angiotensin

Convertase Enzyme 2 (ACE2) in patients with coronavirus infections

that target this enzyme.[1,2,3] Despite existence of an extensive lit-

erature on the importance of ACE2 as a negative regulator of RAS,

many health professionals remain less familiar with this component

of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS). If we look at RAS descriptions

in four contemporary editions of physiological textbooks,[4,5,6,7] very

little information can be found about ACE2 and other dilatory RAS

components. Our textbooks seem to lack more details on ACE2,

prorenin, prorenin receptors or AT2R molecules. This means that

the prevailing RAS interpretation is possibly oversimplified and

focused on the RAS induced vasoconstriction. This discrepancy

suggests that a revised, more complex paradigm of RAS actions be

needed.
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ACE2 targeting coronavirus infections and
age-related health issues

For the two latest important Corona viruses, SARS-CoV and SARS-

CoV-2, similar patterns of age dependent mortality have been

reported. SARS-CoV epidemic in 2003 showed that the case-fatality

ratio in Hong Kong increased with age as in other parts of the world:

14.7% in patients <45 years of age, 21.4% between 45 and 65 years

and 63.9% in patientsmore than 64 years, suggesting that SARS deaths

were associated with the health issues of older age.[2]

For the COVID-19 pandemic, the reported case fatality ratio in

China was 1.38% (with 95% credible interval: 1.23 to 1.53), with sub-

stantially higher ratios in older age groups (0.32% (0.27 to 0.38) in

those aged<60 years vs. 6.4% (5.7 to 7.2) in those aged>59 years), up

to 13.4% (11.2 to 15.9) in those older than 79 years. For international

cases age stratified mortality was 1.4% (0.4 to 3.5) for<60 years, 4.5%

(1.8 to 11.1) for>59 years.[3]

Although, cytokine dysregulation at older age is known to result in a

progressive tendency toward to a proinflammatory phenotype, linked

to atherosclerosis, diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis,

cancer, and aging itself,[8] this cannot be the whole answer to this puz-

zle since the described age-dependent mortality is not so profoundly

present in other potentially lethal viral infections. Evident differences

in mortality rates, dependent on preexistent health issues and age,

suggest that the ACE2 function might be more important in infected

elderly patients.

The same ACE2 enzyme must have a physiological role in main-

taining cardiopulmonary function in healthy individuals of any age.

It seems plausible that this normal role is often somehow altered in

patients with arterial hypertension, diabetes and other diseases, all

conditions more prevalent in older age. This seems directly related to

the functional deterioration of the circulatory system, often detectable

in senior individuals. Animal and human studies unequivocally show

that sympathetic activation participates in the development, mainte-

nance andprogressionof arterial hypertension,[9] often combinedwith

obesity and type 2 diabetes.[10] The preexistence of adrenergic over-

drive seems linked to arterial hypertension, tachycardia, increased lev-

els of renin-angiotensin system activation, insulin resistance etc.[11,12]

How complex are interactions among RAS
components?

The “classic” interpretation[4,5,6,7,13] is that RAS maintains arterial

pressures and the circulating volumebyarteriolar constriction and reg-

ulation of ion and fluid traffic in kidneys, colon and sweat glands. Kid-

neys are considered toplay the central role since they secrete the initial

mediator, renin and are also among target organs ofAngiotensin II (Ang

II). Our interpretation of the juxtaglomerular apparatus (JGA) actions

is complex.[4–7] Activation of an individual JGA causes two effects, the

afferent arteriole of that nephron is dilated by paracrine actions, while

the secreted reninwill increase availability of vasoconstrictive Ang II in

circulation.

The consequence is that Ang II constricts arterioles of various tis-

sues, including efferent arterioles in both kidneys.[4] This means that

the dilatory action on the individual afferent arteriole affects only that

nephron, while the unselective Ang II induced constriction affects vari-

ous organs, including both kidneys. Onemight argue that the paracrine

action on the afferent arteriole maintains the function of that indi-

vidual nephron within the acceptable range, although its full effect

requires the assistance of the Ang II in constricting efferent arteri-

oles. In other words, the regulation of individual neprons cannot suf-

fice without the general RAS vasoconstrictive action that maintains

the peripheral arterial pressure and the average resistance of efferent

arterioles.

In short, the “classical” RAS interpretation[13,14,15] is focused on

angiotensinogen, renin, Ang I, ACE and Ang II that induces vasocon-

striction, secretion of aldosterone[4,5] and vasopressin.[14] The last

two actions maintain the extracellular fluid volume and osmolarity,

thus preventing effects of hypovolemia on tissue perfusion and arterial

pressure maintenance. Descriptions found in textbooks[4,5,6,7] rarely

mention several other RAS components:

- Circulating renin molecules form complexes with renin-binding

protein (reninBP),[16,17,18] whose physiological functions

seem vague.

- Beside renin, prorenin is another peptide secreted by various

tissues,[19,20,21,22] enzymatically inactive unless bound to spe-

cific prorenin receptors.

- Prorenin receptor can bind circulating renin and prorenin

molecules[23]:

- Prorenin is active only after binding to its receptor, as

amembrane bound enzyme of renin activity that pro-

vides Ang I to downstream tissues.

- Binding of circulating renin molecules to the prorenin

receptor makes them immobile and increase their

enzymatic activity for several times.[23]

- There are two Ang I converting enzymes, ACE and ACE2.[1,13,15]

This means that Ang I can be converted into vasoconstrictive

angiotensin II (Ang II), vasodilatory Ang(1–7) and Ang(1–9)

of little biological activity that can be further converted into

vasodilatory Ang(1–7).

- AT1R and AT2R are receptors of Ang II, while Ang(1–7) binds

to the MAS1 receptor.[15] Ang II that binds to AT1R medi-

ates arteriolar vasoconstriction, while binding to AT2R recep-

tors induce diverse actions, not directly related to the vascular

resistance.[13,15,24]

Tissue exposure to Angiotensin peptides is also linked to the secre-

tion of paracrine and endocrine mediators (aldosterone, vasopressin

and Endothelin-1 (ET-1). ET-1 binds to two types of receptors (type A

(ET1RA) and type B (ET1RB), its secretion depends on Ang II exposure

and strain-induced stress.[25]
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TABLE 1 The results of ANOVA for continuous variables, calculated for two EM clusters that divide 60 tissue samples, selected from the data
of RNA expression (https://biogps.org/).[31,32]

RNA expression ANOVA for continuous variables

RAS component gene Dataset name

Between sum

of squares df

Within sum

of squares df F P value

“Constriction” EM clusters from Figure 1 (18 tissue samples of high and 42 samples of low expression)

ProreninRec 201442_s_at 37.7520714 1 69.8697619 58 31.33859 0.00000

ACE 209749_s_at 159.075627 1 202.094206 58 45.65389 0.00000

AT1R 208016_s_at 1172.95753 1 1411.7723 58 48.18875 0.00000

“Perfusion” EM clusters from Figure 2 (21 tissue samples of high and 39 samples of low expression)

Renin 206367_at 20 1 58 58 20.26553 0.00003

ReninBP 206617_s_at 31 1 121 58 14.67651 0.00032

ProreninRec 201442_s_at 24 1 84 58 16.39999 0.00015

ACE 209749_s_at 50 1 311 58 9.27032 0.00350

AT2R 207293_s_at 5 1 22 58 12.07863 0.00097

ACE2 222257_s_at 299 1 2413 58 7.18629 0.00955

MAS1 208210_at 40 1 296 58 7.75939 0.00721

ET-1 218995_s_at 52415 1 385990 58 7.87601 0.00681

ET-1 RecA 216235_s_at 826 1 1700 58 28.19492 0.00000

ET-1 RecB 204271_s_at 32603 1 102602 58 18.43008 0.000068

TSP1 201110_s_at 1798934 1 20770724 58 5.02333 0.028850

“Constriction” EM clusters use only three genes, while “perfusion” clusters use ten genes. Only expressions of ACE and of prorenin receptors were found

important in both instances of EM clustering.

Cardiopulmonary tissues are under stress of repetitive changes

in the cell shape due to the heart action and breathing. Their tissue

structure integrity strongly depends on thrombospondin-1 (TSP1),

an adhesive glycoprotein that mediates cell-to-cell and cell-to-matrix

interactions. It is among key inhibitors of angiogenesis, binds to

fibrinogen, fibronectin, laminin, type V collagen and integrins.[26,27,28]

A direct pulmonary link between these two mediators seems to exist,

since it has been reported that loss-of-function thrombospondin-1

mutations were found in familial pulmonary hypertension,[29] a clinical

condition treatable with bosentan, an ET-1 receptor blocker.[30]

Two distinct paths seem to exist for circulating Ang I molecules[15]:

- If Ang I encounter ACE as the first converting enzyme:

- Ang II is formed, able to bind to the AT1R receptor that

results in vasonconstriction, or to the AT2R receptor

for other, diverse actions.

- The excess Ang II that did not bind to receptors can be

converted by ACE2 to Ang(1–7) that binds to MAS1

receptors to induce vasodilation.

- If Ang I encounter ACE2 as the first converting enzyme, it is con-

verted to inactive Ang(1–9), possibly later converted by ACE

into vasodilatory Ang(1–7).

These relations suggest that Ang II-mediated vasoconstriction via

AT1R receptors is possible only in the time gap between the moment

when Ang I encountered ACE, and the moment when the new Ang II

interacts with ACE2. This might be an important restriction against

recirculating of unspent Ang II from peripheral tissue into the pul-

monary circuit.

Can RNA expression data of RAS components in
human tissues provide new information?

As an attempt to estimate whether various tissues differ in their

dependence on the RAS actions, the available data of RNA expres-

sion (https://biogps.org/) in 176 samples of human cells, tissues or

whole organs[31,32] were used. The next step was to exclude all data

regarding single cell types, since the basic idea was to compare tis-

sues, structures and organs in their RNA patterns. This intervention

has left 82 tissue/organ samples. Among them, gonads, placenta, retina

and few other tissue samples showed atypical expression patterns of

certain RAS components, thus suggesting that in these organs, RAS

has some unique local role, not related to perfusion. After exclusion

of these samples, the remaining 60 samples were used for further

analysis.

Since several datasets existed for some RAS components, often

with different distributions of expression values, further analyseswere

done with the dataset that showed strongest linear correlations with

other RAS genes (listed in Table 1). This move was based on the idea

that higher linear correlations suggest that tested data share similar

https://biogps.org/
https://biogps.org/
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F IGURE 1 Based on only three genes linked to the vasoconstrictory RAS actions, EM clustering identified two clusters of RNA expression for
60 human tissue samples. ANOVA significance is shown in Table 1 and involved tissues are listed in Table 2

expression information regarding the expression of RAS genes in 60

samples of human tissues.

Data for the 12 genes of RAS components expressed in 60 tissue

samples were then organized in a spreadsheet used by StatSoft, Inc.

(2011) STATISTICA (data analysis software system), version 10. www.

statsoft.com. The basic idea that some tissues are more active in the

expression of RAS components was tested by the method of expecta-

tionmaximization (EM) clustering.[33] The v-fold cross-validation algo-

rithm for automatically determining the number of clusters in the data

(provided by the Statistica program) was applied during the clustering.

Results of EM clustering are considered consistent if detected clusters

were significantly different in expression data for all included genes, as

shown in Table 1.

Expected and unexpected results of EM clustering

All included tissue samples express RAS components and relatedmedi-

ators, clearly suggesting that RAS, as an overall body regulator of cir-

culation, is not limited to the components involved in the “classic” RAS

paradigm.

When trying to find associations between ACE and the vasocon-

strictive angiotensin II receptor 1 (AT1R) with other datasets, the only

consistent clustering was found with the dataset of prorenin receptor,

suggesting that expression of only these three molecules is linked to

the regulation of overall vascular resistance. Tissue samples divided in

two clusters, listed in Table 2, are shown in Figure 1, as a distribution

of gene expression mean values. Cluster 2 in Figure 1 showed consis-

tentlyhigher expressiondataof the threegenes, suggesting thatorgans

or tissues of this cluster produce an increased quantity of vasocon-

strictive RAS components, in comparison to the remaining cluster 1. As

shown in Table 1, all three tested genes showed significant difference

in RNA expression values between these two clusters. Tissue samples

that form these two clusters are listed in Table 2 as “constriction” clus-

ters of high and low expression. Tissues from the “constriction” cluster

of high expression (listed in Table 2 and shown as the cluster 2 in Fig-

ure 1) are known to have very different perfusion rates, some of them

also highly variable.

For expression data of dilatory ACE2 and MAS1 receptors, consis-

tent clustering was found with datasets of Renin, ReninBP, Prorenin

Receptor, ACE, AT2R, ET1, ET1RA, ET1RB and TSP1. Two detected

clusters, listed inTable2, are shown inFigure2as adistributionofmean

gene expression values. Cluster 1 showed consistently higher expres-

sion of tested genes, suggesting that organs or tissues of this cluster

produce an increased quantity of RAS components and related media-

tors, in comparison to the remaining cluster 2. Tissues from the “perfu-

sion” cluster of high expression (shown as the cluster 1 in Figure 2) are

known for their high perfusion rates, often also highly variable, so they

require precise circulatory regulation, even in their smallest parts.

This leads us to an unexpected finding of these two clusterings.

Beside ACE, both constrictive and dilatory RAS actions seem depen-

dent on the tissue expression of prorenin receptors, suggesting that

their presence might play the central role between RAS induced vas-

cular constriction and dilation.

Tissue samples shown to belong to the low expression “perfusion”

cluster and to the low “constriction” cluster (listed in Table 2) might

http://www.statsoft.com
http://www.statsoft.com
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TABLE 2 Distribution of 60 human tissue samples, selected from the data of RNA expression (https://biogps.org/),[31,32] according to two
instances of EM clustering, presented as two pairs of clusters of high and low RNA expression for tested RAS and related genes

Distribution of 60 tissue samples based on two

EM clustering

“Perfusion” EM clusters from Table 1 and Figure 2, based on: Renin, ReninBP, ProreninRec,

ACE, AT2R, ACE2,MAS1, ET-1, ET-1 RecA, ET-1 RecB, TSP1

High expression Low expression

Total number of

tissue samples

“Constriction” EM clusters

from Table 1 and

Figure 1, based on:

ProreninRec. ACE, AT1R

High expression High expression of both

clusterings (4 samples):

Liver.2
Prostate.1
CardiacMyocytes.1
CardiacMyocytes.2

High expression of the

“constriction” clustering (14

samples):

Adipocyte.1
Adipocyte.2
AdrenalCortex.1
Adrenalgland.1
Adrenalgland.2
Appendix.2
Bonemarrow.2
CD105+_Endothelial.2
Pancreas.1
PancreaticIslet.2
Salivarygland.1
Tongue.1
Tongue.2
Tonsil.1

18

Low expression High expression of the

“perfusion” clustering (17

samples):

Appendix.1
Liver.1
PancreaticIslet.1
SkeletalMuscle.2
Thyroid.2
Uterus.1
Uterus.2
Heart.1
Kidney.1
Kidney.2
Lung.1
Lung.2
SkeletalMuscle.1
Small_intestine.1
Small_intestine.2
SmoothMuscle.1
SmoothMuscle.2

Low expression of both

clusterings (25 samples):

AdrenalCortex.2
AtrioventricularNode.1
AtrioventricularNode.2
BDCA4+_DentriticCells.1
BDCA4+_DentriticCells.2
Bonemarrow.1
BronchialEpithelialCells.1
BronchialEpithelialCells.2
CD105+_Endothelial.1
Colon.1
Colon.2
Heart.2
Pancreas.2
Prostate.2
Salivarygland.2
Skin.1
Skin.2
Thymus.1
Thymus.2
Thyroid.1
Tonsil.2
Trachea.1
Trachea.2
Wholebrain.1
Wholebrain.2

42

Total number of tissue samples 21 39 60

Coronavirus infections targeting ACE2molecules can then be particularly damaging in tissues that showed high expression of “perfusion” clustering genes in

both tested samples (shown in gray cells): liver; cardiacmyocytes; skeletal muscle; uterus; kidney; lung; small intestine and smoothmuscle.

be expected to have their perfusion controlled mainly by RAS compo-

nents and mediators brought to them by blood from cardiopulmonary

and other sources of high expression of RAS components. Tissues that

belonged to this setting by the both tested samples (Table 2) are:

Atrioventricular Node; BDCA4 ± DentriticCells; Bronchial Epithelial Cells;

Colon; Skin; Thymus; Trachea; Whole Brain, mostly of stable and moder-

ate perfusion rates.

Coronavirus infections targeting ACE2 molecules can be expected

to be particularly damaging in tissues that showed high expression of

“perfusion” clusterings genes in both tested samples (Table 2): Liver;

https://biogps.org/
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F IGURE 2 Based on ten genes linked to the vasodilatory RAS actions, EM clustering identified two clusters of RNA expression for 60 human
tissue samples. ANOVA significance is shown in Table 1 and involved tissues are listed in Table 2

Cardiac Myocytes; Skeletal Muscle; Uterus; Kidney; Lung; Small Intestine;

Smooth Muscle. Reduced ACE2 actions due to coronavirus infection

leads to vasoconstriction that might compromise local perfusion pat-

terns in affected tissues.

SHOULD AN EXPANDED RAS PARADIGM INCLUDE
TISSUE PERFUSION, BESIDE GENERAL
CIRCULATION?

Proposition I: maintenance of the systemic vascular
resistance is the “classic” RAS paradigm

Our systemic circulation can be divided in two parts, the high pressure

segment, of aorta, arteries and arterioles and the low pressure seg-

ment of capillary beds and veins.[4–7,34] The former acts as a complex

elastic chamber of a limited outflow, filledwith pressurized fluid. Blood

is incompressible, so it does not contain the pressure energy by itself.

Instead of that, the pumping energy of the left ventricle is conducted

and distributed by the blood along arteries as pulse waves, while some

energy remains stored in the elasticity of arterial walls. The former is

measurable as the systolic pressure, while the elastic tension of arte-

rial walls, produced by the previous heart stroke, results in the diastolic

pressure.

Table 3 estimates changes in the vascular resistance for a nor-

mal person while resting and during exercise, and for a hypertensive

patient, while resting and during fever. It is based on published data

on human circulation.[34] The cardiac output adapts to the ever chang-

ing integrated resistance of all arterial vessels. Calculated resistance

values suggest that organs adapt their vascular resistance to maintain

normal perfusion rates and hydrostatic capillary pressure. The arte-

rial hydrostatic pressure reserve is an important survival feature that

quickly compensatesprompt changes in theoverall vascular resistance.

Running, quick changes in body posture, heavywork, fighting, bleeding,

dehydration, all these settings require an increased heart output with-

out decreasing the arterial pressure. This is achievable by making the

overall peripheral circulation restricted and thus maintaining the dias-

tolic pressure reserve in the arterial tree by the arteriolar tone con-

trolled via nerves (catecholamines) and circulating mediators (Ang II,

Ang(1–7), nitric oxide, ET-1 etc.).

Proposition II: regulation of tissue perfusion patterns
is the main role for both RAS branches

At the tissue level, precapillary arteries and arterioles have to suf-

ficiently permissive to prevent ischemia, particularly in tissues with

highly variable perfusion rates, like skeletal muscles. Regional circula-

tionwithin any organ has to allow sufficiently uniformperfusion of cap-

illary beds that all require similar pressure gradients for proper fluid

exchange across capillary walls.[4–7] Despite arterial hypertension or

hypotension, the capillary hydrostatic pressure remains balanced with

the colloid osmotic pressure of plasma.

Allmediators in the arterial blood can act only downstream from the

point of entry, so we can expect that local perfusion regulators need

to enter, or to be produced upstream from the respective arterioles,
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TABLE 3 Changes in the vascular resistance in various organs are calculated for a normal person (while resting and during exercise) and for a
hypertensive patient (resting and during fever)

Normotensive person

Older hypertensive patient with a large

allostatic load

During rest

(ΔP= 97mmHg)

Exercise

(ΔP= 100mmHg)

During rest

(ΔP= 110mmHg)

Fever

(ΔP= 110mmHg)

Circulatory circuit Organs Mass

Blood

flow

Vascular

resistance

Blood

flow

Vascular

resistance

Blood

flow

Vascular

resistance

Blood

flow

Vascular

resistance

kg l/min MPas/m3 l/min MPas/m3 l/min MPas/m3 l/min MPas/m3

Peripheral circuit

(data in grey cells

from the ref. 34)

Liver 2.6 1.50 517.33 1.50 533.33 1.50 586.67 1.50 586.67

Kidneys 0.3 1.26 615.87 1.26 634.92 1.26 698.41 1.26 698.41

Brain 1.4 0.75 1034.67 0.75 1066.67 0.75 1173.33 0.75 1173.33

Skin 3.6 0.46 1676.03 0.46 1727.86 0.46 1900.65 2.50 352.00

Skeletal muscle 31 0.84 923.81 8.00 100.00 0.84 1047.62 2.00 440.00

Heart muscle 0.3 0.25 3104.00 0.75 1066.67 0.25 3520.00 0.75 1173.33

Rest of the body 23.8 0.34 2302.67 0.34 2373.89 0.34 2611.28 0.34 2611.28

Whole body 63 5.40 143.70 13.06 61.26 5.40 162.96 9.10 96.74

Pulmonary circuit

(ΔP= 9mmHg)

1.3 5.40 13.33 13.06 5.51 5.40 13.33 9.10 7.91

The cardiac output adapts to the ever changing integrated resistance of all vessels. Calculated resistance values suggest that organs adapt their vascular

resistance to maintain normal perfusion rates and hydrostatic capillary pressure. This means that increased allostatic load can lead to hypertension that will

be compensated by increased resistance. This builds up the pressure reserve in the arterial tree that might improve acute physical responses and acceler-

ate atherosclerosis. Pulmonary resistance needs to be protected from vasoconstrictors in the systemic circulation in febrile patients with allostatic loads.

Otherwise, the pulmonary circuit might become the circulatory bottleneck, leading to compromised perfusion patterns and blood oxygenation in lungs

somewhere in small arteries that distribute blood toward precapillary

arterioles.

Here proposed basic assumption is that due to the arterial tree

complexity, any local tissue perfusion mechanism has to be positioned

within the domain of a single functionally terminal artery to pre-

vent interference with other, neighboring arterial vessels, and the

mechanism needs to be situated upstream from precapillary arteri-

oles. For this purpose, functional terminal arteries fit well. These ves-

sels control perfusion of tissues that lack the already existent anasto-

moses, able to supply oxygenated blood from other arteries.[35] They

are expected to exist in the brain, heart, liver, kidneys, spleen and

intestines.

Between functionally terminal arteries and precapillary arterioles,

narrow distributive arterial vessels inevitably reduce hydrostatic pres-

sure since their resistance depends on their length, on the fourth

potential of their radius and possibly on their shape as vessels. In more

demanding tissues, like those from the first cluster in Figure 1, uni-

form perfusion patterns can be achieved if local vasoconstrictors and

vasodilators are precisely introduced into the bloodstream at strate-

gic points somewhere along regional and small arteries that distribute

blood toward arterioles.

Based on previously described presumptions, themembrane-bound

prorenin receptors might be the key component of the local tissue

perfusion regulation. Prorenin or renin binding to available membrane

receptors provides a local source of Ang I for downstream enzymes. If

so, stable tissue perfusion and acceptable hydrostatic capillary pres-

sure would depend on the downstream expression of ACE/ACE2 in

distributive vessels and of AT1R/AT2R/MAS1 receptors in vascular

smoothmuscle cells.

This notion would mean that all tissues reach in prorenin receptors

are probable candidates for the local perfusion control based on down-

stream tissue expression of ACE and ACE2. Optimization of capillary

pressure for small tissue areas depends on the pressure drop along

distributive vessels, proportional to their distance from the terminal

artery:

- Tissue parts closer to the pressure source need more arteriolar

constriction, so more ACE than ACE2 in distributive vessels

andmore AT1R on downstream arterioles are expected.

- In tissues more remote from the arterial pressure source, suf-

ficient perfusion needs more dilation, so less ACE than ACE2

molecules are expected in distributive vessels to provide suf-

ficient amounts of Ang(1–7) and diminish the Ang II exposure.

The expected downstream receptors includeMAS1, AT2Rand

some AT1R.

This proposition requires that demanding tissues precisely express

ACE andACE2 in distributive vessels andAT1R/AT2R/MAS1 receptors
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in downstream arterioles, both according to the local RAS role. One

example of distinct tissue specific expression of ACE and ACE2 was

reported in theporcine eye.[36] ACEactivitywasmarkedly higher in the

ciliary body than in retina, whereas ACE2 activities in the ciliary body

and retinawere at the same level. In the vitreous bodyACEactivitywas

manifold compared to that of ACE2.

Tissues with some ACE and ACE2 expression, but with little

prorenin receptors, depends more on the renin presence in circulation

to provide enough Ang I that can be locally converted to Angiotensin

peptides. Their action downstream from converting enzymes depends

on the local expression of AT1R/AT2R/MAS1 receptors in vascular

smoothmuscle cells.

ACE and ACE2 molecules are also enzymatically shed from

membranes and act as soluble enzymes and ligands with diverse

actions,[37,38] increased soluble ACE levels in the venous blood are

among diagnostic tests for sarcoidosis. A possible role for the soluble

ACE and ACE2 molecules might be to alter availability of Angiotensin

peptides in the venous blood. Only ACE and ACE2 together can trans-

form the remainingAng I andAng II intoAng(1–7) and thus reduce con-

striction in downstream tissues.

Proposition III: the central role of tissue scattered
prorenin receptors is to provide stable local sources
of Ang I

Acute stress can temporarily increase renin secretion from kidneys via

adrenergic beta receptors. Renin binding to reninBP possibly ensure

that any temporary excess of renin does not almost exclusively satu-

rate prorenin receptors in highly perfused tissues, since this might dis-

rupt their tissue perfusion, normally regulated by the enzymatic activ-

ity of boundproreninmolecules. Since complexes of reninwith reninBP

can spontaneously separate and thus liberate renin molecules any-

where in circulation, the available pool of reninBP can slowly increase

the Ang I availability in all tissues, not just in the most perfused.

This role is very similar to the role of sex hormone binding globu-

lin in providing sex hormone actions in skin and other less perfused

tissues.

If renin availability is chronically increased, surplus of renin

molecules can bind to available unoccupied prorenin receptors.

Binding immobilizes renin molecules and strongly augments their

enzymatic activity,[23] thus locally increasing the Ang I presence,

particularly in tissues rich in prorenin receptors.

If enough ACE is available in tissues, more Ang II molecules form

and arterioles with AT1R receptors constrict, due to the Ang II

binding to AT1R. The cardiovascular system adapts to this increase

in arteriolar resistance by providing higher arterial pressure. Then,

due to arteriolar constriction, the arterial hydrostatic pressure

reserve remains elevated, while tissue perfusion remains at nor-

mal pressure, thus providing adequate capillary fluid exchange and

oxygenation.

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR ALTERED RAS ACTIONS
DURING CORONAVIRUS INFECTION

Allostasis as a compensated alteration of
homeostasis

Disorders of circulation andmetabolism, more common among elderly

patients, seem directly to link mortality to the concept of allostasis,

often defined as a condition of altered physiological balance thatmain-

tains body functions despite age-accumulated dysfunctions, disorders

or injuries.[39] Allostasis is an emerging pathophysiological and clinical

concept, expanding beyond physiological homeostasis. If homeostasis

is described as the state of steady internal, physical and chemical con-

ditionsmaintainedby any living systems, allostasis is a dynamic process

that allows cells, tissues, organs or thewhole body to adapt to the accu-

mulated physiological, anatomical or behavioral changes,[39,40] until a

new functional balance has been reached.

The main difference might be that homeostasis is often understood

as a set of mechanisms that alter functions toward optimal condi-

tion, whatever environmental changes and individual health history.

In allostasis, any functional setting is shaped by previous events, so

the current state of allostatic adaptations results from a slow, lifelong

development, imposed mainly by environmental factors. The concept

of allostasis is often applied by using the allostatic load, defined as a

burden of changes that results in the accumulation of various adapta-

tions, important for the survival of an individual.[41]

Combination of arterial hypertension and chronic stress can still

be found in textbooks as psychogenic hypertension.[42] This adap-

tation to increased circulatory pressures is limited to the arteries,

since beyond the constricted arterioles, capillary hydrostatic pres-

sure remains within the normal values. Only the arterial hydrostatic

pressure reserve is elevated, as an evolutionary precaution, in case

it might be suddenly needed. Plasma catecholamines display impor-

tantmetabolic effects at concentrations slightly above the normal rest-

ing levels,[43] by increasing total cholesterol, triglycerides and insulin,

lowering HDL cholesterol, leading to insulin resistance and glucose

intolerance. Sympathetic stimulation increases renin secretion from

kidneys.[44] Beside beta blockers, other antihypertensive drugs like

ACE inhibitors and Ang II receptor blockers, also show sympathoin-

hibitory actions.[43,45]

Unlike animals, humans are mainly challenged by social conflicts

that produce a specific type of allostatic load, rarely solvable by the

“fight or flight” response.[40,41] Social stress can be acute, intermittent

or continuous and as such, it imposes an important health risk, since

it alters exposure to stress hormones and cytokines, activities of the

autonomic nervous system and RAS:

- In posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) patients at rest showed

a baseline autonomic hyperarousal state comparable to that

seen in the control subjects reaction to the stress model.[46]

PTSD patients may get and maintain prolonged conditioned
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responses to various stressors during their lifespan, or

become sensitized to reminders of past traumas.[47] Increased

prevalence of the metabolic syndrome was found among

police officers with severe PTSD symptoms.[48]

- Occupational stress is often associated with hypertension, car-

diovascular disease[49] and metabolic syndrome.[50] Occupa-

tional noise can induce transitory hypertension in younger

and permanent hypertension in olderworkers.[51,52,53] Severe

occupational noise-induced hearing loss is associated with

the presence of type II diabetes.[54] These data suggest

that chronic stress exposure can often lead to cardiovascu-

lar, metabolic or psychic disorders, all parts of the allostatic

load.

The accumulated stress increases during the lifetime, so these

stress-related health issues are more common in elderly patients, pos-

sibly also due to remembering traumatic events. Indirect evidence for

this proposition can be found in reports describing changes in plasma

renin activity during therapy with beta blockers. In a retrospective

analysis of patients with moderate to severe chronic heart failure

(16 pts. without beta-blockers or ACE-inhibitors; 324 pts. with ACE-

inhibitors and 31 pts with beta-blockers and ACE-inhibitors), plasma

renin levels were significantly lower in patients treated adjunctively

with beta-blockers.[55]

Among available beta blockers, nebivolol is a selective ß1-receptor

antagonist with vasodilating properties. In 24 patients with essential

hypertension, nebivolol significantly reducedplasma renin, angiotensin

II and aldosterone concentrations.[56] It was also reported among 805

hypertensive patients that plasma renin activity increased with val-

sartan therapy (54%–73%) and decreased with nebivolol (51%–65%)

and the combination treatment (17%–39%). Beside that, plasma aldos-

terone decreased with valsartan (11%–22%); nebivolol (20%–26%),

and 35% with maximum combination dose.[57] This clearly suggests

that the activation of ß1-receptors is important in the control of renin

secretion in hypertensive patients and can relieve increased renin

activity during treatment with AT1R blockers.

Are there separate types of patients with chronically
increased renin secretion?

Physiological textbooks describe two disorders characterized by

chronically increased renin secretion.[4,5,6,7] One example is the

renovascular (Goldblatt’s) hypertension and the second is diabetic

nephropathy. Both disorders are not rare, but also not too common.

Table 4 shows comparison of these two disorderswith the psychogenic

hypertension [42] and proposes therapeutic effect of nebivolol, a selec-

tive β1 receptor antagonist, on blood levels of renin, Ang I or Ang II,

as a possible tool for detecting patients whose hypertension is mainly

caused by the accumulated stress.

A simple model of a cardiopulmonary malfunction in
coronavirus infections

It is here assumed that the development of cardiorespiratory fail-

ure during infection with ACE2 targeting Corona viruses is linked

to the previously altered expression of ACE/ACE2 enzymes and of

AT1R/AT2R/MAS1 receptors in lungs, the heart muscle and possibly

other tissues more dependable on the dilatory RAS activity.

The proposed description of the altered RAS setting in hypertensive

patients is simple:

- In hypertensive patients with chronically increased renin activ-

ity (due to the allostatic load, or to the reduced nephron

performance), peripheral tissues protect themselves from the

increased perfusion pressure by increased expression of ACE

in distributive vessels andmore AT1R thanMAS1 receptors in

downstreamarterioles. This is a necessary step to protect cap-

illaries from chronically increased arterial pressure.

- The prevailing arteriolar constriction becomes an allo-

static adaptation to the increased arterial pressure,

potentially helpful in cases of acute danger or hypo-

volemia. In this setting, the downstream capillary bed

remains under the normal perfusion pressure due to

the arteriolar constriction.

- If myocardial ACE2 presence is not diminished by the coro-

navirus infection, the venous blood from the heart muscle,

directly entering the right side of the heart via Coronary sinus

and local Thebesian veins [58]reach in Ang(1–7) and thus pro-

tects lungs from the Ang II exposure by binding of Ang(1–7) to

the pulmonaryMAS1 receptors.

Described circulatory changes in a hypertensive patient result in

circulation becoming more dependent on precise expression of ACE,

ACE2, AT1R and MAS1. In this way, arterial hypertension, chronic

stress, allostatic load or other preexisting conditions canmakemyocar-

dial and pulmonary perfusion patterns more dependent on the local

protective ACE2 action.

Coronavirus infections that target pulmonary and myocardial

cells with membrane-bound ACE2 molecules can alter the role of

Angiotensin peptides in hypertensive patients:

- Any febrile condition acts as an acute stress that increases the

renin secretion, more renin molecules bind to free prorenin

receptors and thus much more Ang I molecules enter pul-

monary circulation since renin bound on prorenin receptors is

several timesmore active and immobile.[23]

- When coronavirus infection has diminished the cardiopul-

monary ACE2 activity:
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TABLE 4 A possible approach to distinguishing among types of disorders associated with chronically increased renin secretion from kidneys

Possible types of increased renin

secretion

Renovascular or

Goldblatt’s

hypertension

Diabetic

nephropathy

“Psychogenic

hypertension” Comments

The basic mechanism Some nephrons

are perfused

under

suboptimal

pressure due to

stenotic renal

arteries

In all nephrons

JGAs are

activated due

to increased

sodium

absorption in

proximal

tubules caused

by glucose

overload

Sympathetic

stimulation of

β1 receptors
activates JGA in

many nephrons

Renovascular hypertension is unique in its

regional nature, the hypoperfused kidney

alters arterial pressure, systemic resistance

and kidney performance

Kidney perfusion normal or

modestly

decreased

increased slightly decreased Diabetic nephropathy forces both kidneys to

supranormal perfusion and filtration,

diuresis often relieves hypertension. ACE

inhibitors or AT1R blockers can normalize

filtration, but perfusion usually remains

increased

Kidney filtration rate normal or

modestly

decreased

increased normal

Arterial hypertension always in some cases always

Systemic vascular resistance increased increased increased

RAS

components

Medication Effects of medication on plasma levels of RAS components

high renin ACE inhibitors no reduction no reduction no reduction Pressure normalization in all three types due

to the reduced exposure of AT1R receptors

in arterioles to the circulating Ang IIhigh Ang I ACE inhibitors no reduction no reduction no reduction

high Ang II ACE inhibitors decreased AT II

production by

ACE

decreased AT II

production by

ACE

decreased AT II

production by

ACE

high renin AT1R blockers no reduction no reduction no reduction Pressure normalization in all three types due

to the blocked AT1R activation.

Increased availability of AT II allowsmore

interactions with AT2R and other receptors

high Ang I AT1R blockers no reduction no reduction no reduction

high Ang II AT1R blockers no reduction no reduction no reduction

high renin Nebivolol no reduction no reduction reduced Pressure normalization by blocking β1
receptors only in the “psychogenic

hypertension”
high Ang I Nebivolol no reduction no reduction reduced

high Ang II Nebivolol no reduction no reduction reduced

Renovascular hypertension and Diabetic nephropathy are based on refs 4–7, the proposed “Psychogenic hypertension” on refs 42, 56 and 57. Changes in

plasma levels of renin, Ang I and Ang II, before and after the introduction of nebivolol might help in detection of patients with “Psychogenic hypertension”,

due to an increased allostatic load.

- Diminished distribution of cells with ACE2 molecules

increases irregularities in pulmonary and myocardial

perfusion patterns, while overall blood flow rates are

reduced due to the increased Ang II exposure that

constricts arterioles.

- In peripheral areas of the lungs and the heart muscle,

perfusion becomes suboptimal due to reduced num-

ber of ACE2 enzymes, so less Ang(1–7) is formed and

the downstream dilation is not induced.

- More Ang II is formed and the surplus can longer

remain in circulation since both cellular and solu-

ble ACE2 presence is diminished. The plasma half-

life of circulating Ang II molecules is extended. Some

of them reenter the pulmonary circuit and compro-

mise pulmonary circulation by vasoconstriction and

by increasing local ET-1 secretion that leads to pul-

monary hypertension.

The unaffected constrictive ACE actions during coronavirus infec-

tion prevail and slowly exhaust the cardiopulmonary reserve. Based on

this line of thoughts, it seems plausible that administration of recombi-

nant human soluble ACE2,[59] might help COVID-19 patients by com-

petitive inhibition of virus binding to the cellular ACE2 and by enzy-

matic transformation of the circulating Ang II into vasodilatory Ang(1–

7). The latter might shorten the Ang II survival in blood.

It was reported that among twelve COVID-19 patients with pneu-

monia, that the viral load was crucial in determining the disease

severity.[60] This study demonstrated that the combinations of the

hypoalbuminemia, lymphopenia, and high concentrations of CRP and

LDH upon hospital admission may predict more severe acute lung
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injury. Ang II levels in plasma were markedly increased, suggesting the

RAS dysregulation.

On the other hand, in a report of RAS activity in 31 COVID-19

patients of various illness severity and 27 controls, plasma levels of

RAS components (Ang I, Ang II, Ang(1–7), Ang(1–5), ACE2 and (Ang

I + Ang II) as the Plasma renin activity).[61] The control group and

the COVID-19 group were each divided in three subgroups (one with

ACE inhibitors, one with AT1R blockers, and one without bothmedica-

tions). Nomajor changes in RAS activity in plasma includingACE2were

found in COVID-19 patients. Plasma ACE2 activity was increased only

in COVID-19 patients treated with an ACE inhibitor.

Data of these two studies suggest that in COVID-19 patients, a sin-

gle measurement of the circulating ACE2 and other RAS components

cannotdetect dysregulatedRASactivation, except inpatients that later

developed pneumonia.[60]

A dangerous dysbalance between RAS branches can develop in any

patient, along infection, so more than a single measurement might be

needed. As proposed in Table 4, dynamic changes of plasma values

of RAS components might be more informative in the introduction of

nebivolol therapy. The same approach might prove predictive of com-

plications during coronavirus infection.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The presented interpretation follows several reviews that point at the

prorenin receptor as a RAS component of many roles.[18,19,23] The

proposed description is in several points compatible with published

concepts,[56,62] that also consider RAS as composed of two opposing

arms or branches: the pressor arm, acting via the AT1R receptor and

the vasodepressor arm of complex actions that include vasodilatory,

antiproliferative, antifibrotic, and antithrombotic actions, mainly via

theMAS receptor.

The main difference is that the presented description is focused

on differences in tissue dependence on the RAS actions and on the

topological hierarchy that allowsmediators to act selectively on down-

stream tissues or organs.

It is here assumed that RAS actions in our body are centered on the

tissue presence of prorenin receptors, as a unique setting when two

independent and counteracting RAS arms use the same receptor, with

one key difference: the binding of prorenin starts its enzymatic func-

tion, while binding of soluble and functional renin increases its activity

several times.[23] Since in healthy individuals renin secretion is limited

in quantity andduration due to the precise JGAactivationmechanisms,

most of theprorenin receptors areexpected tobeoccupiedbyprorenin

molecules. In patients with chronically increased renin secretion due

to renovascular JGA activation, chronic stress or diabetic nephropa-

thy, circulating renin binds to unoccupied prorenin receptors and thus

increases theoverall tissue capacity for producingAng I. These changes

adapt the arterial tree to arterial hypertension due to an increased car-

diac afterload and vascular resistance.
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